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August 25, 2016

“The roles being performed by public administrators have largely changed since Independence, from being primarily maintaining law and order to performing additional duties of public welfare and development” said Mr. Samanjit Sen Gupta, while delivering an extension lecture at AMU Murshidabad Centre on the topic “Public Administration as a Career Option for Management and Law Graduates”. Mr. Gupta who is Additional District Magistrate (Administration), Murshidabad, further added that “Currently most of the tasks of all public administrators in India resemble what a manager performs in running a successful organization. As all big corporate houses hire a team of efficient lawyers for looking after legal matters similarly in every district across India, scores of public prosecutors are appointed by the government for advisory and legal roles.” Drawing the attention of MBA and BALLB students towards the huge requirement of skilled professionals in the field of public administration, Mr. Gupta pointed out that students from these fields are preferred during selection. It has been observed that generally public servants having knowledge of management or law perform better in their respective jobs.

Mr. Gupta applauded the efforts of Director, AMU Murshidabad Centre, Dr. Badaruddoza for running such a vibrant academic institute in one of the remotest parts of the country. He said that it is a blessing for the region that an internationally acclaimed institution is taking the mission of providing affordable and quality education to the masses forward. He exhorted the students to take up civil services as a career option. He further said that students having professional qualifications like MBA and LLB will of great help to the entire nation as they would bring with them vast knowledge of managerial and legal matters.

The lecture was attended by a large number of faculty members and students from the Department of Business Administration and Law. Dr. Amir Jafar, Course Coordinator – MBA felicitated the guest with a bouquet. Mr. Mofikul Islam, Assistant Professor presented the vote of thanks.